Todd M. Lantz
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Simmons, Diane <diane.simmons@osmosisskincare.com>
Thursday, September 14, 2017 9:26 AM
Todd M. Lantz
Fwd: Details for Osmosis Training Class on Aug 1st
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Forwarded message
From: Ben Johnson <benjohnsonmd@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 13, 2012 at 10:40 AM
Subject: Fwd: Details for Osmosis Training Class on Aug 1st
To: Diane Simmons <diane.simmons@osmosisskincare.com>

Ben Johnson MD

BenJohnsonMDgmail.com
30746 Bryant Drive #410
Evergreen, CO 80439
PH: (303) 674-7660
FX: (303) 670-0567
Begin forwarded message:

From: Tara G
Subject: Re: Details for Osmosis Training Class on Aug 1st
Date: August 2, 2011 9:53:35 AM MDT
To: Ben Johnson <ben.ohnsonmd
mail.com>
Reply-To: Tara G
Great let me know.
As for me, I used the 15spf in Punta Mita Mexico in January. I was in the pool a lot with
the baby and in the sun all day and I did not burn at all. I still used Shelter on my face
for backup which my daughter took because she loved it. She used the UV 15 too
and didn't burn. We got the nicest tan. I burn in 10 minutes normally, Irish white skin
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On Jul 29, 2011, at 10:30 AM, Tara G wrote:

Hi Ben,
Just wanted to fwd this on the UV water. I used it in Vegas and didn't burn 10:30-12:30
& 3-5. I used it in Palm Springs 2 weeks ago while in the pool for about 3 hours and
burnt nose, head, stomach and shoulders, I took it as directed and took a capfull again
after 2 hours. Just FYI. Used the old formula in Mexico in Jan and didn't burn 3 days in
the sun in a pool. Any suggestions on how to respond to her? Hope you have a great
weekend.
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Forwarded Message
From: Laurie Blood
To: Tara G
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 9:30 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Details for Osmosis Training Class on Aug 1st

Thanks Tara, I won't be able to make it. Did you ever get any response from other estheticians
about the UV Water. I burned several times from it getting sun after 3:30 p.m.!!
Laurie
On Thu, Jul 28, 2011 at 1:08 PM, Tara G <

> wrote:

I'm doing a class with Lindsay on Monday in Carlsbad if either of you want to join. We
have the new manuals from the Office and we will be using the new protocols. Also will
be talking about the lights. :)
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

mosis

PCJR MEDICAL SKINCARE

SOMETHING MORE EXCITING THAN THE NEW IPAD?
THE FIRST EVER INTERNAL SUNBLOCK OFFERING BROAD SPECTRUM SUN
PROTECTION
Evergreen CO - Colorado based OSMOSIS SKINCARE today announced a remarkable new
product, and it is waaaay more revolutionary than the new iPad...
HARMONIZED H2OTM has discovered a way to cancel out UVA and UVB radiation before it hits
your skin! The technology used in the product actually 'imprints' radio-waves onto the water
molecules, which aid in the delivery of the cancellation frequencies. Dr. Ben Johnson, MD,
founder of Osmosis Skincare explains it thusly "This revolutionary process in Harmonized Water
gives us the ability to 'stack' thousands of frequencies onto a single molecule of water. A similar
concept can be found with the new retina display on the iPad that was unveiled recently.
Smaller frequencies in a larger volume, thereby creating a more effective end result. Finally, sun
protection without the greasy controversial, melanoma promoting sunscreens that lasts for
three hours and allows Vitamin D formation, is waterproof...all from 1/2 a teaspoon of
harmonized water.

"That's exactly right" explains Dr. Johnson, "thousands of people across the country are using it
right now to avoid getting a sunburn. There hasn't been one case of anyone who has used the
product getting a sunburn."
For a complete list of the Harmonized Waters the company offers, please visit
http://www.harmonizedwater.com
ABOUT OSMOSIS SKINCARE -Osmosis achieves remarkable results by addressing every aspect of
skin damage; collagen/elastin production, scar tissue build-up, loss of skin nutrition and growth
factors, and DNA damage. In addition, Osmosis Skincare avoids ingredients and strategies that
weaken and inflame the skin by using all-natural ingredients. Finally, Osmosis Skincare
differentiates itself by using the most advanced technology in the world. They are the first to
offer DNA repair strategies using Zinc Finger TechnologyTM. The company is the first to offer
liposomally delivered stem cell growth factors. Osmosis has over 17 patents pending for
ingredients that have the unique ability to improve the skin without damaging or interfering with
its proper function. Osmosis Skincare is the first company discussing increasing skin nutrition and
offering multiple modalities to achieve that goal.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Holmes World Media Inc.
512-981-7369
bholmes@holmesworldmedia.com
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